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October 16, 2019
Mr. Jerry C. Alexander, Chair
State Bar of Texas Board of Directors
Passman & Jones

RE:

Submission of Proposed Rule Recommendation – Rule 6.05, Texas Disciplinary
Rules of Professional Conduct

Dear Mr. Alexander:
Pursuant to section 81.0875 of the Texas Government Code, the Committee on
Disciplinary Rules and Referenda initiated the rule proposal process for proposed Rule 6.05
(Conflict of Interest Exceptions for Nonprofit and Limited Pro Bono Legal Services) of the Texas
Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct. The Committee published the proposed rule in the
Texas Bar Journal and the Texas Register. The Committee solicited and considered public
comments and held two public hearings on the proposed rule. At its July 2019 meeting, the
Committee voted to recommend the proposed rule to the Board of Directors.
Included in this submission packet, you will find the proposed rule, proposed comments to
the proposed rule, and other supporting materials. Section 81.0877 of the Government Code
provides that the Board of Directors is to vote on each proposed disciplinary rule recommended
by the Committee not later than the 120th day after the date the rule is received from the
Committee. The Board can vote for or against a proposed rule or return a proposed rule to the
Committee for additional consideration.
As a reminder, if a majority of the Board of Directors approves a proposed rule, the Board
shall petition the Supreme Court of Texas to order a referendum on the proposed rule as provided
by section 81.0878 of the Government Code.
As you know, the Board voted at its April 2019 meeting to approve rule change proposals
recommended by the Committee pertaining to confidentiality of information and clients with
diminished capacity, and to hold the proposals for submission to the Supreme Court at a later date
with other rule proposals as deemed appropriate by the Board.
Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda
P.O. Box 12487, Austin, TX 78711
cdrr@texasbar.com
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www.texasbar.com/cdrr

Thank you for your attention to this matter. Should the Board require any other
information, please do not hesitate to contact me. Please confirm receipt of this report at your
earliest convenience.
Sincerely,

Lewis Kinard
Chair, Committee on Disciplinary Rules and
Referenda
cc:

Randall O. Sorrels
Trey Apffel
Larry P. McDougal
Joe K. Longley
Ross Fischer
John Sirman
Seana Willing
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Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda
Overview of Proposed Rule
Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct
Rule 6.05. Conflict of Interest Exceptions for Nonprofit
And Limited Pro Bono Legal Services
Provided here is a summary of the actions and rationale of the Committee on Disciplinary
Rules and Referenda (Committee) related to proposed Rule 6.05, Texas Disciplinary Rules of
Professional Conduct (TDRPC).
Previous Actions by the Committee
•
•
•

•

•
•

Initiation – The Committee voted to initiate the rule proposal process at its February 6,
2019, meeting.
Publication – The proposed rule was published in the April 2019 issue of the Texas Bar
Journal and the March 29, 2019, issue of the Texas Register. The proposed rule was
concurrently posted on the Committee’s website.
Additional Outreach – On April 1, 2019, an email notification regarding the proposed
rule was sent to all Texas lawyers (other than those who have voluntarily opted out of
receiving email notices), Committee email subscribers, and other potentially interested
parties. On May 24, 2019, an additional email concerning the proposed rule was sent to all
Texas lawyers (other than those who have voluntarily opted out of receiving email notices)
and Committee email subscribers. Additional notifications regarding the proposed rule
were emailed to Committee subscribers on March 21, April 15, April 26, June 4, and June
25, 2019.
Public Comments – The Committee extended the public comment period to three months
(through July 1, 2019). The Committee received 11 written public comments and two
individuals provided comments at a public hearing. Additionally, the Executive Director
of the Texas Access to Justice Commission spoke in support of the proposed rule at the
Committee’s January 9, 2019, meeting.
Public Hearing – The Committee held public hearings on the proposed rule on April 18,
2019, and June 6, 2019, at the Texas Law Center.
Recommendation – The Committee voted at its July 23, 2019, meeting to recommend the
proposed rule to the Board of Directors.

Overview and Rationale
In December 2014, the State Bar of Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct
Committee (DRPCC), a predecessor to this Committee, recommended adoption of proposed Rule
6.05, TDRPC, which is intended to facilitate the provision of limited pro bono legal services by
providing narrow exceptions to certain conflict of interest rules. The 2014 recommendation
replaced a similar recommendation in 2010 by DRPCC. Subsequently, in response to concerns
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expressed by members of the State Bar Board of Directors Discipline and Client Attorney
Assistance Committee (DCAAP) at the time, DRPCC amended its then-proposed comments to the
proposed rule. In May 2016, DRPCC issued a supplemental report 1 recommending adoption of the
rule.
Carrying forward DRPCC’s objective of improving the Disciplinary Rules to better
facilitate the provision of limited pro bono legal services to those in need, this Committee
recommends adoption of proposed Rule 6.05. While the proposed rule is the same as that
recommended by DRPCC in 2014 and 2016, the Committee has made additional changes to the
proposed comments in an attempt to more fully explain the purpose and limitations of the proposed
rule.
Proposed Rule 6.05 is generally based on Rule 6.5 of the American Bar Association (ABA)
Model Rules of Professional Conduct, which was adopted in 2002 in response to concerns that
application of conflict of interest rules may deter lawyers from providing pro bono legal services. 2
With the exception of Texas and Kansas, every other state, as well as the District of Columbia, has
either adopted Model Rule 6.5 or a variation of Model Rule 6.5.
As noted in Comment 1 to Model Rule 6.5, short-term limited legal service programs are
“normally operated under circumstances in which it is not feasible for a lawyer to systematically
screen for conflicts of interest as is generally required before undertaking a representation.”
To facilitate the provision of free legal services to the public, proposed Rule 6.05 would
create narrow exceptions to certain conflict of interest rules for limited pro bono legal services.
These exceptions are justified because the limited and short-term nature of the legal services
rendered in such programs reduces the risk that conflicts of interest will arise between clients
represented through the program and other clients of the lawyer or the lawyer’s firm. Other than
the limited exceptions set forth in the proposed rule, a lawyer would remain subject to all
applicable conflict of interest rules.
Paragraph (a)
The conflict of interest provisions of Rules 1.06, 1.07, and 1.09, TDRPC, are broad and are
generally imputed to all other lawyers in a firm. Therefore, a lawyer is effectively required to
perform a thorough conflict screening before engaging in a lawyer-client relationship. Because the
type of limited pro bono legal services addressed by the proposed rule are often performed in the
field (such as at natural disaster sites or weekend legal clinics), a lawyer participating in such a
program may often be unable to perform a proper conflict check. Under paragraph (a) of proposed
1

The May 25, 2016, DRPCC Supplemental Report is attached under the tab “Prior Committee Reports.” That report
includes DRPCC’s December 12, 2014, report recommending adoption of the rule, as well as a 2010 report by DRPCC
regarding a prior variation of the proposal. Neither proposal was included as part of the 2011 referendum on proposed
amendments to the TDRPC.
2

See Rachel Brill & Rochelle Sparko, Limited Legal Services and Conflicts of Interest: Unbundling in the Public
Interest, 16 Geo. J. Legal Ethics 553 (2003).
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Rule 6.05, a lawyer would only be prohibited by Rules 1.06, 1.07, and 1.09 from providing limited
pro bono legal services if the lawyer actually knows of a prohibitive conflict at the time of the
representation. If a lawyer is aware of such a conflict, the lawyer would remain prohibited from
such representation.
Paragraph (b)
Paragraph (b) of proposed Rule 6.05 addresses the imputation of conflicts through a lawyer
providing limited pro bono legal services. It provides that certain conflicts will not be imputed to
other lawyers in a firm with the volunteer lawyer so long as the volunteer lawyer takes proper steps
to protect the confidential information from access by the other lawyers in the firm. The volunteer
lawyer, however, would remain subject to those conflict rules as to the representation of other
clients. Paragraph (b) is designed to be stricter than Model Rule 6.5, which by contrast does not
impose such safeguarding requirements in order to avoid the imputation of conflicts.
Paragraph (c)
Paragraph (c) of proposed Rule 6.05 goes beyond the scope of Model Rule 6.5 and
addresses the possession of applicant eligibility information by limited pro bono legal service
programs. The provision provides a limited exception to conflict provisions contained in Rules
1.06, 1.07, and 1.09 that apply when an applicant provides such information but no legal services
are provided. The exception is designed to avoid the mere possession of eligibility information by
the legal services organization from being used to disqualify legal services staff and pro bono
lawyers from representing other clients. As described in the 2014 DRPCC Report, “disingenuous
parties too often apply for legal aid knowing they are ineligible solely to prevent their adversaries
from accessing free legal services from the organization.” 3
The exception in paragraph (c) would only be available in two situations. The first is where
none of the eligibility information is material to an issue in the legal matter. The second is where
the applicant’s provision of eligibility information was conditioned on the applicant’s informed
consent that providing this information would not by itself prohibit a representation of another
client adverse to the applicant.
Paragraph (d)
Paragraph (d) of proposed Rule 6.05 carefully defines “limited pro bono legal services” so
as to appropriately limit the volunteer services that qualify for the narrow conflict exceptions
contained in the proposed rule. To qualify, the legal services must be provided through a pro bono
or assisted pro se program sponsored by a court, bar association, accredited law school, or
nonprofit legal services program. The services must also be short-term and provided without any
expectation of extended representation or of receiving legal fees. The strict definition is designed
to ensure that the pro bono services offered are so limited in time and scope that there is little risk
that conflicts will arise between clients represented through the program and other clients of the
lawyer or the lawyer’s firm.
3

December 12, 2014, DRPCC Report, Page 4 (attached under the tab “Prior Committee Reports”).
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Paragraph (e)
Paragraph (e) of proposed Rule 6.05 is intended to clarify that lawyers are not deemed to be part
of the same firm simply because they volunteer through the same pro bono program.
Public Comments
The Committee received a variety of comments related to the proposed rule. Several
comments expressed clear support for the proposed rule, while others opposed its adoption.
Of the comments supporting the proposed rule, some discussed the significant need for pro
bono legal services for underserved communities and those who cannot afford to pay for legal
services. While supporting the proposed rule, one comment suggested expanding the proposal to
specifically address pro bono legal services to indigent persons involved in international
proceedings. Another comment supporting the proposal expressed concerns that paragraph (c) of
the proposed rule could lead to confusion since it is not part of the corresponding ABA Model
Rule. While still favoring adoption of the proposal, the author of that comment also discussed the
possibility that the proposed law firm of the pro bono lawyer could represent a client against the
pro bono client; however, the author noted the chances this could happen are de minimis and the
ABA and other states with similar rules did not consider this a serious risk. Further, as previously
discussed, proposed paragraph (b) provides that a conflict would continue to be imputed to other
lawyers in the pro bono lawyer’s firm if the pro bono lawyer either (1) discloses confidential
information of the pro bono client to lawyers in the firm, or (2) maintains such information in a
manner that would render it accessible to lawyers in the firm.
Of the comments opposing the proposal, some described the proposed rule as overbroad or
expressed concerns about the protection of confidential information. Two comments expressed
concerns that it would be very difficult for a person to either prove or disprove an alleged violation
under the proposed rule. One of those comments also discussed concerns about possible
exploitation of the proposed rule by lawyers employed by nonprofit entities. Some comments
generally expressed the idea that pro bono representations should remain subject to all applicable
conflict rules.
One comment suggested expanding the definition of “limited pro bono legal services” in
proposed paragraph (d) to extend to community service programs.
The Committee carefully considered all of the public comments. While recognizing the
concerns expressed in some of the comments, the Committee believes the proposed rule takes
appropriate steps to limit the possibility that a conflict will arise through a pro bono representation
and to ensure that confidential information is not impermissibly disclosed or utilized. The
Committee believes the narrow exceptions contained in the proposed rule are justified given the
short-term and limited nature of the pro bono services described by the proposal. The Committee
also believes the proposed rule appropriately defines the type of limited pro bono legal services
covered.
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Additional Documents
Included on the pages that follow are the proposed rule, proposed comments to the
proposed rule, public comments received, the corresponding ABA Model Rule, and previous
reports from DRPCC recommending the proposed rule.
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Committee on Disciplinary Rules and
Referenda Proposed Rule Changes
Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct
Rule 6.05. Conflict of Interest Exceptions for Nonprofit
and Limited Pro Bono Legal Services
Proposed Rule (Redline Version)
Rule 6.05. Conflict of Interest Exceptions for Nonprofit and Limited Pro Bono Legal
Services
(a) The conflicts of interest limitations on representation in Rules 1.06, 1.07, and 1.09 do not
prohibit a lawyer from providing, or offering to provide, limited pro bono legal services unless
the lawyer knows, at the time the services are provided, that the lawyer would be prohibited by
those limitations from providing the services.
(b) Lawyers in a firm with a lawyer providing, or offering to provide, limited pro bono legal
services shall not be prohibited by the imputation provisions of Rules 1.06, 1.07, and 1.09 from
representing a client if that lawyer does not:
(1) disclose confidential information of the pro bono client to the lawyers in the firm; or
(2) maintain such information in a manner that would render it accessible to the lawyers
in the firm.
(c) The eligibility information that an applicant is required to provide when applying for free
legal services or limited pro bono legal services from a program described in subparagraph (d)(1)
by itself will not create a conflict of interest if:
(1) the eligibility information is not material to the legal matter; or
(2) the applicant’s provision of the eligibility information was conditioned on the
applicant’s informed consent that providing this information would not by itself prohibit
a representation of another client adverse to the applicant.
(d) As used in this Rule, “limited pro bono legal services” means legal services that are:
(1) provided through a pro bono or assisted pro se program sponsored by a court, bar
association, accredited law school, or nonprofit legal services program;
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(2) short-term services such as legal advice or other brief assistance with pro se
documents or transactions, provided either in person or by phone, hotline, internet, or
video conferencing; and
(3) provided without any expectation of extended representation of the limited assistance
client or of receiving any legal fees in that matter.
(e) As used in this Rule, a lawyer is not “in a firm” with other lawyers solely because the lawyer
provides limited pro bono legal services with the other lawyers.

Proposed Rule (Clean Version)
Rule 6.05. Conflict of Interest Exceptions for Nonprofit and Limited Pro Bono Legal
Services
(a) The conflicts of interest limitations on representation in Rules 1.06, 1.07, and 1.09 do not
prohibit a lawyer from providing, or offering to provide, limited pro bono legal services unless
the lawyer knows, at the time the services are provided, that the lawyer would be prohibited by
those limitations from providing the services.
(b) Lawyers in a firm with a lawyer providing, or offering to provide, limited pro bono legal
services shall not be prohibited by the imputation provisions of Rules 1.06, 1.07, and 1.09 from
representing a client if that lawyer does not:
(1) disclose confidential information of the pro bono client to the lawyers in the firm; or
(2) maintain such information in a manner that would render it accessible to the lawyers
in the firm.
(c) The eligibility information that an applicant is required to provide when applying for free
legal services or limited pro bono legal services from a program described in subparagraph (d)(1)
by itself will not create a conflict of interest if:
(1) the eligibility information is not material to the legal matter; or
(2) the applicant’s provision of the eligibility information was conditioned on the
applicant’s informed consent that providing this information would not by itself prohibit
a representation of another client adverse to the applicant.
(d) As used in this Rule, “limited pro bono legal services” means legal services that are:
(1) provided through a pro bono or assisted pro se program sponsored by a court, bar
association, accredited law school, or nonprofit legal services program;
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(2) short-term services such as legal advice or other brief assistance with pro se
documents or transactions, provided either in person or by phone, hotline, internet, or
video conferencing; and
(3) provided without any expectation of extended representation of the limited assistance
client or of receiving any legal fees in that matter.
(e) As used in this Rule, a lawyer is not “in a firm” with other lawyers solely because the lawyer
provides limited pro bono legal services with the other lawyers.
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Proposed Comments to Proposed Rule 6.05
Conflict of Interest Exceptions for Nonprofit and Limited Pro Bono Legal Services
Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct
1. Nonprofit legal services organizations, courts, law schools, and bar associations have
programs through which lawyers provide short-term limited legal services typically to help lowincome persons address their legal problems without further representation by the lawyers. In
these programs, such as legal-advice hotlines, advice-only clinics, disaster legal services, or
programs providing guidance to self-represented litigants, a client-lawyer relationship is
established, but there is no expectation that the relationship will continue beyond the limited
consultation and there is no expectation that the lawyer will receive any compensation from the
client for the services. These programs are normally operated under circumstances in which it is
not feasible for a lawyer to check for conflicts of interest as is normally required before
undertaking a representation.
2. Application of the conflict of interest rules has deterred lawyers from participating in these
programs, preventing persons of limited means from obtaining much needed legal services. To
facilitate the provision of free legal services to the public, this Rule creates narrow exceptions to
the conflict of interest rules for limited pro bono legal services. These exceptions are justified
because the limited and short-term nature of the legal services rendered in such programs reduces
the risk that conflicts of interest will arise between clients represented through the program and
other clients of the lawyer or the lawyer’s firm. Other than the limited exceptions set forth in
this Rule, a lawyer remains subject to all applicable conflict of interest rules.
Scope of Representation
3. A lawyer who provides services pursuant to this Rule should secure the client's consent to the
limited scope of the representation after explaining to the client what that means in the particular
circumstance. See Rule 1.02(b). If a short-term limited representation would not be fully
sufficient under the circumstances, the lawyer may offer advice to the client but should also
advise the client of the need for further assistance of counsel. See Rule 1.03(b).
Conflicts and the Lawyer Providing Limited Pro Bono Legal Services
4. Paragraph (a) exempts compliance with Rules 1.06, 1.07, and 1.09 for a lawyer providing
limited pro bono legal services unless the lawyer actually knows that the representation presents
a conflict of interest for the lawyer or for another lawyer in the lawyer's firm. A lawyer
providing limited pro bono legal services is not obligated to perform a conflicts check before
undertaking the limited representation. If, after commencing a representation in accordance with
this Rule, a lawyer undertakes to represent the client in the matter on an ongoing basis or the
lawyer charges a fee for the legal assistance, the exceptions provided by this Rule no longer
apply.
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Imputation of Conflicts
5. Paragraph (b) provides that a conflict of interest arising from a lawyer’s representation
covered by this Rule will not be imputed to the lawyers in the pro bono lawyer’s firm if the pro
bono lawyer complies with subparagraphs (b)(1) and (2).
6. To prevent a conflict of interest arising from limited pro bono legal services from being
imputed to the other lawyers in the firm, subparagraph (b)(1) requires that the pro bono lawyer
not disclose to any lawyer in the firm any confidential information related to the pro bono
representation.
7. Subparagraph (b)(2) covers the retention of documents or other memorialization of
confidential information, such as the pro bono lawyer’s notes, whether in paper or electronic
form. To prevent imputation, a pro bono lawyer who retains confidential information is required
by subparagraph (b)(2) to segregate and store it in such a way that no other lawyer in the pro
bono lawyer’s firm can access it, either physically or electronically.
Eligibility Information
8. Paragraph (c) recognizes the unusual and uniquely sensitive personal information that
applicants for free legal assistance may be required to provide. Organizations that receive
funding to provide free legal assistance to low-income clients are generally required, as a
condition of their funding, to screen the applicants for eligibility and to document eligibility for
services paid for by those funding sources. Unlike other lawyers, law firms, and legal
departments, these organizations ask for confidential information to determine an applicant’s
eligibility for free legal assistance and are required to maintain records of such eligibility
determinations for potential audit by their funding sources. Required eligibility information
typically includes income, asset values, marital status, citizenship or immigration status, and
other facts the applicant may consider sensitive. Paragraph (c) provides a limited exception to
the conflict of interest provisions contained in Rules 1.06, 1.07, and 1.09 that apply when an
applicant provides such information but no legal services are provided. This exception is
available only in the two situations described in subparagraphs (c)(1) and (c)(2).
9. The first situation where the paragraph (c) exception is available is where none of the
eligibility information is material to an issue in the legal matter. Alternatively, under
subparagraph (c)(2), if the applicant provided confidential information after giving informed
consent that the eligibility information would not prohibit the persons or entities identified in the
consent from representing any other present or future client, then the eligibility information alone
will not prohibit the representation. The lawyer should document the receipt of such informed
consent, though a formal writing is not required. What constitutes informed consent is discussed
in the comments to Rule 1.06.
10. Rule 1.05 continues to apply to the use or disclosure of all confidential information provided
during an intake interview. Similarly, Rule 1.09 continues to apply to the representation of a
person in a matter adverse to the applicant. Notably, Rule 1.05(c)(2) permits a lawyer to use or
disclose information provided during an intake interview if the applicant consents after
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consultation to such use or disclosure, and Rule 1.09(a) excludes from its restrictions the
representation of a person adverse to the applicant in the same or a substantially related matter if
the applicant consents to such a representation.
Limited Pro Bono Legal Service Programs
11. This Rule applies only to services offered through a program that meets one of the
descriptions in subparagraph (d)(1), regardless of the nature and amount of support provided.
Some programs may be jointly sponsored by more than one of the listed sponsor types.
12. The second element of “limited pro bono legal services,” set forth in subparagraph (d)(2), is
designed to ensure that the services offered are so limited in time and scope that there is little risk
that conflicts will arise between clients represented through the program and other clients of the
lawyer or the lawyer’s firm.
13. The third element of the definition, set forth in subparagraph (d)(3), is that the services are
offered and provided without any expectation of either extended representation or the collection
of legal fees in the matter. Before agreeing to proceed in the representation beyond “limited pro
bono legal services,” the lawyer should evaluate the potential conflicts of interest that may arise
from the representation as with any other representation. Likewise, the exceptions in paragraphs
(a) and (b) do not apply if the lawyer expects to collect any legal fees in the limited assistance
matter.
Firm
14. Lawyers are not deemed to be part of the same firm simply because they volunteer through
the same pro bono program. Nor will the personal prohibition of a lawyer participating in a pro
bono program be imputed to other lawyers participating in the program solely by reason of that
volunteer connection.
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Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda
Proposed Rule Changes
Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct
Rule 6.05. Conflict of Interest Exceptions for Nonprofit and
Limited Pro Bono Legal Services

Public Comments Received
Through July 1, 2019
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Comments on Rule 6.05
Monday, April 01, 2019 11:01:23 AM

* State Bar of Texas External Message * - Use Caution Before Responding or Opening
Links/Attachments

Contact
First Name

Curtis

Last Name

Doebbler

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

24105187

Feedback
Subject

Comments on Rule 6.05

Comments
There is a significant need for legal services to be provided to those who cannot afford to pay for
legal services. Moreover, it is the duty of every lawyer, if they are able, to contribute to the
representation of individuals who cannot afford to pay for legal services. In this regard, any effort
that is made to facilitate the rendering of legal services pro bono publica must be welcomed. The
proposed Rule 6.05 of the Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct on “Conflict of Interest
Exceptions for Nonprofit and Limited Pro Bono Legal Services” eases the conflicts restrictions placed
on lawyers acting pro bono publica. The rule should therefore be welcomed. While still requiring
respect for the confidentiality of client information, proposed Rule 6.05 makes it less burdensome for
lawyers to become involved in pro bono legal services. It is hoped that Rule 6.05 might also add a
paragraph on the pro bono legal services to indigent persons involved in international litigation who
have been injured by actions that constitute, or, are alleged to constitute, violations of international
law, especially international human rights law. A proposed addition to the Proposed Rule 6.05 might
read in a new paragraph (b)(3) as follows (repeating paragraphs 1 and 2 and adding a new
paragraph 3): (1) disclose confidential information of the pro bono client to the lawyers in the firm;
or (2) maintain such information in a manner that would render it accessible to the lawyers in the
firm; and, (3) when a lawyer abides by paragraphs (1) and (2) and is rendering services before an
international court, tribunal, commission, committee, or any other entity with the authority to decide
matters relating to an individual’s or group of individuals’ rights under international law this Rule shall
also be applicable. Such an addition would clarify that pro bono services may be rendered in cases
involving individuals or groups in international proceedings. It would also clarify that in such cases
the same more relaxed rules of conflicts apply to the provision of legal services in international
forums.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Comments on 6.05 & 1.01
Monday, April 01, 2019 11:16:03 AM

* State Bar of Texas External Message * - Use Caution Before Responding or Opening
Links/Attachments

Contact
First Name

Richard

Last Name

Stucky

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

24041986

Feedback
Subject

Comments on 6.05 & 1.01

Comments
I think the change to 6.05 is overbroad. I understand the intent, but a conflict is a conflict. The way I
read the proposed change is that it takes the client out of the conflict decision making, and lawyers
are making the decision for them. Change to 1.01 - I believe the change is too vague and
unnecessary. "competent" and acting with "reasonable diligence and promptness" is
vague/overbroad and not defined.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: New Disciplinary Rules
Monday, April 01, 2019 1:28:33 PM

* State Bar of Texas External Message * - Use Caution Before Responding or Opening
Links/Attachments

Contact
First Name

Gary

Last Name

Warren

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

00785181

Feedback
Subject

New Disciplinary Rules

Comments
The rule sucks, the State Bar sucks even more.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Proposed Rule 6.05
Monday, April 01, 2019 1:54:54 PM

* State Bar of Texas External Message * - Use Caution Before Responding or Opening
Links/Attachments

Contact
First Name

James

Last Name

Tirey

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

24000501

Feedback
Subject

Proposed Rule 6.05

Comments
Although the idea in expanding an attorney's ability to do pro bono work and provide "limited legal
services" without the specter of creating a conflict that would prevent future paid work by the
attorney is admirable, this proposed rule is misguided. It is highly possible that, in order to
competently provide "limited legal services," the attorney is going to come into the possession of
sensitive, confidential information that could work to the client's prejudice in the event that the
attorney ends up employed adversely to the client's interest. It also encourages sloppy compliance
with the disciplinary rules regarding conflicts. Please do not enact this Rule.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Proposed 6.05 (Conflict of Interest, etc.)
Monday, April 01, 2019 3:28:22 PM

* State Bar of Texas External Message * - Use Caution Before Responding or Opening
Links/Attachments

Contact
First Name

Lisa

Last Name

Palmer

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

15432350

Feedback
Subject

Proposed 6.05 (Conflict of Interest, etc.)

Comments
The proposed rule says (d) As used in this Rule, “limited pro bono legal services” means legal
services that are: (1) provided through a pro bono or assisted pro se program sponsored by a court,
bar association, accredited law school, or nonprofit legal services program; I suggest that another
exception should be made for community service projects/programs. Some attorneys provide
assistance (for instance to the elderly, veterans, etc.) through organizations that are not connected
to any of the types of organizations mentioned in the proposed rule. Thanks, Lisa McNair Palmer
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Comments on Proposed Disciplinary Rule 6.05
Monday, April 01, 2019 3:35:09 PM

* State Bar of Texas External Message * - Use Caution Before Responding or Opening
Links/Attachments

Contact
First Name

Don

Last Name

Morehart

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

14423700

Feedback
Subject

Comments on Proposed Disciplinary Rule 6.05

Comments
Even clients receiving pro bono services are entitled to conflict-free representation. the indigent
client should not have to deal with a lawyer from their present or "former" lawyer's firm at some
future time in an adverse environment just because the indigent person couldn't pay for the pro
bono services provided. There is no way that the pro bono lawyer could ever establish by credible
evidence that the "lawyer [did] not: (1) disclose confidential information of the pro bono client to the
lawyers in the firm," and the client / former client will never believe that the Chinese Fire Wall was
truly reliable. This is a stupid rule which will lead to an excuse for unethical conduct and to clients
(former clients) getting abused without recourse.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Comment for Proposed Rule 6.05.
Tuesday, April 02, 2019 12:40:15 AM

* State Bar of Texas External Message * - Use Caution Before Responding or Opening
Links/Attachments

Contact
First Name

David

Last Name

Coker

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

24045080

Feedback
Subject

Comment for Proposed Rule 6.05.

Comments
Re: Proposed Rule 6.05 (Conflict of Interest Exceptions for Nonprofit and Limited Pro Bono Legal
Services). I believe that special attention should be given to possible exploitation of the "pro bono"
exemption being proposed by attorneys working under the "umbrella" of a not-for-profit entity. I am
primarily concerned by this rule potentially being exploited by attorneys employed by "not for profit"
legal organizations. While the organization itself may be not for profit, this does not prevent the
organization from compensating staff attorneys, as well as providing valuable public relations
exposure from pro bono representation that may result in windfall judgments. Case in point: Certain
"not-for-profit" legal organizations actively seek windfall judgments/settlements, oftentimes by
bringing suits against employers on behalf of employees under the FLSA, with the proceeds being
directed towards special interests, special interest groups, political partisanship, and across the board
increases in staff salaries, end-of-year bonuses, or future job opportunities. So "technically" an
attorney could be found to be in compliance with the Rule because his or her firm is a not-for-profit,
but the attorney knows that any large judgments will be reflected in year end bonuses and potential
salary increases, thus the attorney achieves personal financial gain in the form of salary increase or
EoY bonus payout, while the not-for-profit shows no financial gain on the not-for-profit organization's
balance sheet. In short: Allowing for the exemption to apply to any attorney working under a
perceived "umbrella" of a not-for-profit entity, simply presents too much opportunity for exploitation.
This exploitation is made all the worse given the difficulty in proving a violation, and the nigh
impossible computation of damages that may result from a violation. I apologize in advance for any
grammatical errors or poor verbiage. Thank you for your time and consideration. Dave Coker
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

M.J. "Jack" Borchers
cdrr
RE: Seeking Comments on Proposed Disciplinary Rule 6.05
Tuesday, April 02, 2019 10:12:18 AM

* State Bar of Texas External Message * - Use Caution Before Responding or Opening
Links/Attachments
Disagree. No comment necessary.
From: State Bar of Texas - CDRR [mailto:cdrr@texasbar.com]
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2019 10:26 AM
To:
Subject: Seeking Comments on Proposed Disciplinary Rule 6.05

Proposed Disciplinary Rule
6.05
Public Comments Sought
Conflict of Interest Exceptions for Nonprofit and Limited Pro
Bono Legal Services
The Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda (CDRR) has published
proposed Rule 6.05 (Conflict of Interest Exceptions for Nonprofit and Limited
Pro Bono Legal Services) in the (April) Texas Bar Journal and the (March 29)
Texas Register. A public hearing on the proposed rule will be held at 10:30 a.m.
on April 18, 2019, at the Texas Law Center in Austin.
The Committee will accept comments concerning proposed Rule 6.05 through
July 1, 2019.
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The Committee also published proposed changes to Rule 1.01 (Competent and
Diligent Representation) in the (March) Texas Bar Journal and the (March 1)
Texas Register. A public hearing on the proposed rule will be held at 10:30 a.m.
on April 18, 2019, at the Texas Law Center in Austin.
The Committee will accept comments concerning the proposed changes to Rule
1.01 through May 1, 2019.
Comments on each proposed rule can be submitted here.
The CDRR is responsible for overseeing the initial process for proposing a
change or addition to the disciplinary rules (Gov't Code § 81.0873). For more
information, go to texasbar.com/CDRR.
To subscribe to email updates, including notices of public hearings and
published rules for comment, click here.
Sincerely,
Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda

Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda
State Bar of Texas | 1414 Colorado | Austin, Texas 78701 | 800.204.2222
Unsubscribe
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April 4, 2019
Proposed Rule (Clean Version)
with suggested edits by Harry Tindall
Rule 6.05. Conflict of Interest Exception for Nonprofit and Limited Pro
Bono Legal Service
(a) In this Rule, a lawyer is not in a firm with another lawyer solely
because the lawyer provides limited pro bono legal services with
another lawyer.
(b) In this Rule, “limited pro bono legal service” means legal service that
is:
(1) provided through a pro bono or assisted pro se program
sponsored by:
(i) an accredited law school;
(ii) a bar association;
(iii) a court; or
(iv) nonprofit legal service program;
(2) short-term service such as legal advice or other brief
assistance with pro se documents or transactions, provided either in
person or by telephone, hotline, internet, or video conferencing; and
(3) provided without any expectation of extended representation
of the limited assistance client or of receiving any legal fees in that
matter.
(c) The conflict of interest limitation on representation in Rules 1.06,
1.07, and 1.09 do not apply to a lawyer providing, or offering to
provide, limited pro bono legal service unless the lawyer knows, at the
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time the service is provided, that the lawyer would be prohibited by the
conflict of interest limitation.
(d) A lawyer in a firm with another lawyer providing, or offering to
provide, limited pro bono legal service is not prohibited by the
imputation provision of Rules 1.06, 1.07, or 1.09 from representing a
client if that lawyer does not:
(1) disclose confidential information of the pro bono client to
another lawyer in the firm; or
(2) maintain such information in a manner that would render it
accessible to another lawyer in the firm.
(e) The eligibility information that an applicant is required to provide
when applying for free legal service or limited pro bono legal service
from a program described in subparagraph (b)(1) is not a conflict of
interest if:
(1) the eligibility information is not material to the legal matter; or
(2) the provision of the eligibility information was conditioned on
the applicant’s informed consent that providing this information would
not prohibit a representation of another client adverse to the applicant.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Propose TDRPC 6.05
Monday, April 08, 2019 5:28:03 PM

* State Bar of Texas External Message * - Use Caution Before Responding or Opening
Links/Attachments

Contact
First Name

Frederick

Last Name

Moss

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

14583400

Feedback
Subject

Propose TDRPC 6.05

Comments
I support the adoption of Rule 6.05 proposed by the CDRR -- with one qualification. The ABA and
most states have such a rule in order to promote increased pro bono work by lawyers, a worthy
cause. The only substantive objection I've heard to this proposal is that it may allow the law firm of
the pro bono lawyer to represent a client against the pro bono client in the same matter on which
the pro bono lawyer advised the pro bono client. The ABA and all the other states did not consider
this a serious risk; the chances that this could happen are de minimus and should not stand in the
way of adoption. My only concern is that subsection (c), which only tangentially deals with pro bono
representation on a one-time basis and has no counterpart in the ABA rules or in any state as far as I
know, might confuse the bar and cause it to be defeated in a referendum. As important as (c) is to
legal services offices, I think serious consideration ought to be given to deleting (c) from the
proposal and adding it as a new subsection in Rule 1.09, where it belongs.
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April 16, 2019
State Bar of Texas
Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda
Texas Law Center
1414 Colorado Street
Austin, Texas 78701
CDRR@texasbar.com
Dear Chair and Committee Members:
I am a writing regarding the proposed rule changes regarding Rule 6.05 Conflict
of Interest Exceptions for Nonprofit and Limited Pro Bono Legal Services.
The Austin Bar Association’s Pro Bono Committee considered the proposed
changes during a duly noticed committee meeting on April 15, 2019 and voted
unanimously to support their adoption.
One of the main reasons for convening the Austin Bar Association’s Pro Bono
Committee is that the need for legal services in underserved communities is so
great. Legal aid organizations can only do so much alone, they depend on the
private attorneys that make up the majority of bar association members. Rigid
conflict rules can create a barrier to entry for some private attorneys interested
in rendering pro bono legal services. Proposed Rule 6.05 works to remove one of
those barriers. It is also a model rule that has been adopted nationwide. We are
aware of no reason it would not work well in Texas.
For those reasons, the Austin Bar Association’s Pro Bono Committee
recommends that the Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda approve
the proposed rule change.
Should you have any questions, do not hesitate to call me on my direct line at
.
Sincerely,

Austin Kaplan
Chairperson, Austin Bar Association Pro Bono Committee
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Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda
Transcript of April 18, 2019, Public Hearing
Proposed Rule 1.06. Conflict of Interest Exceptions for Nonprofit
and Limited Pro Bono Legal Services
Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct
The following is a transcript of the public hearing on proposed Rule 6.05, Texas Disciplinary Rules of
Professional Conduct, held by the Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda (CDRR) on April 18,
2019, at the Texas Law Center. Video of the full CDRR meeting, including public hearings, is available at
texasbar.com/cdrr.

Lewis Kinard:

02:59

Uh, and just really quickly before, uh, we call our first speaker
on that, I definitely want to thank everybody who has been
helpful in, uh, encouraging public participation, from from the
Bar and the public. This is something that is important. The
committee considers all of the comments. Uh, the staff keeps us
pretty well papered with them, so we, we get to read through
them all, uh, and they do matter. Uh, we'll will talk a little bit
more later on, on a specific example on how the comments
have mattered a lot, so um, please keep encouraging your
friends and family and neighbors, and all the other people who
follow the Bar activities very closely, uh, to participate and
weigh in, uh, and comment so that we understand kind of
where the sentiments are and concerns, and making sure we
haven't missed something.

Lewis Kinard:

03:50

Okay. Uh, Brad, let's start with, uh, speakers on 6.05.

Brad Johnson:

03:54

Yes sir, we have two that have signed up for Rule 6.05. And if
anyone else does want to, please just bring the blue card over.
Um, first we have Madeleine Connor and she has indicated that
she is speaking on behalf of the Austin Bar Association Pro Bono
Committee.

Lewis Kinard:

04:14

And if you're on the phone, if you don't mind muting your
phone if you can please.

Madeleine Connor:

04:20

Hi. Good morning.

Lewis Kinard:

04:22

[crosstalk 00:04:22] Hi, thank you.

Madeleine Connor:

04:23

Thank you. Um, I just wanted to be here if there were any
questions. Also, uh, um, our chair of our committee at the
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Austin Bar Association Pro Bono Committee, uh, Mr. Austin
Kaplan did submit a letter. Uh, I think Mr. Johnson, yesBrad Johnson:

04:40

Yeah, I remember [crosstalk 00:04:41]

Madeleine Connor:

04:41

... has distributed it, but I do have some copies if anybody else is
interested. Um, we were asked by, uh, some uh, uh, a staff
employee that works, um, here. Uh, to, to ... If we were
interested in commenting on it. We all agreed we were and we
think it would be a good thing, uh, to amend the rules to include
this. Um, the, the vote was unanimous to support the rule
change or the um, the um, the new rule.

Madeleine Connor:

05:12

And um, I did kind of give my own, um, situation when I was ... I
currently work at the Texas Veterans Commission on the
General Counsel. Before that I was at the AG's office and the
General Litigation Division for eight years and I had always
made it, you know, part of my life to contribute, and, you know,
the, the cost of, uh, retaining a lawyer, just ridiculous. I mean,
even, you know, upper middle class people have difficulty with
that.

Madeleine Connor:

05:42

So, I kinda made it, you know a, a part of my life to, to always
try to help and be involved in either VLS cases or some, some
private cases that I was involved with, where, for example, one,
um, one client, um, missed the cut off by a dollar an hour. He
had gone to VLS to try to get some help. The, um, of Travis
County and try to get some help, but he, his income was one
dollar an hour over their, you know, it exceeded that, so.

Madeleine Connor:

06:19

And of course, you know, very limited income. Uh, worked part
time at um, at Home Depot, and had a child. So, I represented
him actually twice. Um, and the first time I represented him was
when I was at the AG's office, um completely pro bono, not low
bono or anything like that. Um, I was an assistance attorney
general, doing the civil rights and the employment, um, mostly,
was my docket. But, you know, I wanted to give back.

Madeleine Connor:

06:47

So, um, I represented him. He had a very, uh, wealthy and
powerful ex-spouse on the other side with, you know, highpowered lawyers and it was just me and him, and you know, my
little v- v- very limited resources. Um, but I think it was about
eight months into the litigation. Um, his ex-spouse got a new
lawyer and he immediately filed a motion to, um, recuse or
disqualify me because I worked at the AG's office, and um,
therefore there was a conflict.
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Madeleine Connor:

07:25

And, so, I don't know if I should ... Do I stop?

Lewis Kinard:

07:30

Uh, thanks so much. Does it have to beep so loudly?

Madeleine Connor:

07:33

(laughs) But anyway, the end of that story was, is they did have
to do a conflicts check and it was very disruptive to the agency,
and I, we didn't even know any of those people. They're in a
different building, you know, the child support division, and it
was just a kind of a, a tactic that I didn't think was really fair,
and so after that point, I was not allowed to take any more pro
bono cases, you know, that ...

Madeleine Connor:

07:59

Well, there wasn't a conflict, so ...

Lewis Kinard:

08:02

Mm-hmm (affirmative)-

Madeleine Connor:

08:02

So anyway, that was it.

Lewis Kinard:

08:04

So w- w- we may have some questions, and when you said VLS,
is that the, the volunteer lawyer service here in Austin?

Madeleine Connor:

08:10

Yes. In Travis County, yes. Yeah.

Lewis Kinard:

08:12

[crosstalk 00:08:12] Okay. Any questions for the speaker?

Claude Ducloux:

08:16

L- Let me just say that I appreciate, tell Mr. Kaplan I appreciate
his letter. We got that, a- and I want to make clear to anybody
who's listening here today, that the provisions of this rule don't
just give you a magic shield against conflicts of interest. It says,
"Look, if you have this limitation, if you truly know there's a
conflict, you're still bound by the rules."

Claude Ducloux:

08:33

This just t- t- to go, like I go on Monday nights, you meet
somebody, try to give them help in a lawyer tenant situation,
not know if, perhaps their t- l- their landlord is somebody that
maybe your firm represents.

Madeleine Connor:

08:45

Mm-hmm (affirmative)-

Claude Ducloux:

08:45

So, i- i- it's not an exculpation, it's not a f- get out of jail free
card, it's really for those limited services, and if you know about
a conflict, you are still bound by the tenets of the disciplinary
rules.

Madeleine Connor:

08:56

Right. Okay.

Lewis Kinard:

08:59

Any questions on the phone? Alright, thanks so much.
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Madeleine Connor:

09:05

[crosstalk 00:09:05] Thank you so very much. Thank you.

Brad Johnson:

09:07

Next we have Becky Moseley, who has indicated she's speaking
on behalf of the Texas Access to Justice Commission, as well as
on her own behalf as an attorney.

Lewis Kinard:

09:23

Good morning.

Becky Moseley:

09:23

Good morning, and thank you guys for, uh, having this
opportunity to come talk about this important issue. Um, I'm
Becky Moseley. I am a staff attorney, uh, here in this building,
but with the Texas Access to Justice Commission.

Becky Moseley:

09:38

I'm also here on behalf of Trish McAllister, who is the executive
director of the Texas Access to Justice Commission, and she is
the former executive director of VLS, the Volunteer Legal
Services in Austin, um, and then I myself am a former staff
attorney at Legal Aid of Northwest Texas, and um, both Trish
and I, uh, in our prior jobs, have a lot of experience with, um,
pro bono clinics, um, and the important role that those pro
bono clinics play.

Becky Moseley:

10:14

Uh, the need for civil legal services in Texas is great. While one
in five Texans financially qualify for free legal services, only
about 1 in 10 applicants for those services are able to receive
extended services through a legal aid organization.

Becky Moseley:

10:33

For so many people, what legal lid and pro bono attorneys are
able to provide is brief service, advice, sometimes the only thing
that a- person who's eligible for legal services is gonna get, is an
attorney consultation, and that is so important.

Becky Moseley:

10:53

Um, we depend on pro bono attorneys at Legal Aid and now at
the Access to Justice Commission, we encourage their
participation and their service. Um, and the Texas Bar, as you
know, has a aspirational goal of 50 hours of service for
attorneys.

Becky Moseley:

11:09

What this rule does, is it prov- it uh, takes care of a barrier that
we hear from private attorneys. "Oh no, we can't take this ...
We can't participate pro bono because we might have a- an
imputed conflict with the firm. Um, like has been said, if, if a pro
bono attorney knows there's a conflict, they're prevented from,
um, providing even a brief advice, a brief consultation.

Becky Moseley:

11:37

But this rule would make it so, um, those conflict rules a- are
not going to prohibit an attorney from offering this crucial
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service, um, i- if they don't know about a conflict. Um, it also llets these attorneys from firms, especially, provide this brief
service, provide um, brief advice and consultation without
worrying about imputing the conflict to this indigent client to
the rest of the firm. Uh, and that's very important, especially
because we see Legal Aid and VLS, some firms, uh, discourage
um, having a lot of um, participation pro bono, because of
imputation rules.
Becky Moseley:

12:26

One thing that hasn't been mentioned that I'll mention briefly is
subsection C of the proposed rule 6.05, which just says that,
um, the, just p- giving the eligibility information, to screen for
eligibility for legal aid, doesn't necessarily create a conflict. Now
it could, if that eligibility information or income information is,
is relevant or material to a legal matter.

Becky Moseley:

12:52

Um but the, it doesn't necessarily create that conflict, and we
see some, not a ton, but some uh, abuse or attempted abuse of
these rules to game the system. Meaning, one spouse has a lot
of money and they know they're not gonna be eligible for legal
aid, but they apply anyways and give their eligibility information
with the hopes of conflicting out the other spouse. Um,
especially in abusive situations where there's already
manipulation in the relationship, that can happen.

Becky Moseley:

13:26

And so this just clarifies, uh subsection C would clarify that just
getting that income information doesn't, itself necessarily
create a conflict. I think my time is about up. Oh, it's more than
up. It's counting up now.

Lewis Kinard:

13:40

Yeah.

Becky Moseley:

13:40

The counter's counting up now.

Lewis Kinard:

13:41

(laughs)

Becky Moseley:

13:43

But I'd be happy to answer any questions about the rule. Um, ithere's one other thing that I want to try to sneak under
[inaudible 00:13:53] I'm gonna mention. I- I was able to read the
comments um, that have already been submitted on the rule. I
do think some of the comments have a, um, a misperception
about uh, subsection B.

Becky Moseley:

14:05

I- the lawyer who provides pro bono advice is gonna be
conflicted out in the future from representing someone against
that indigent client, but the, the imputation rules might not
apply. So I think there's some misunderstanding in the
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comments that think that an attorney who provides brief
services or advice to an indigent client could then represent a
paying client against that indigent client, um but the rule does
not create that problem. It's just the imputation that would not
apply.
Lewis Kinard:

14:39

Very good, thank you. Any questions for our speaker? Anybody
on the phone? Great, thanks so much for coming.

Becky Moseley:

14:47

Thank you guys.

Brad Johnson:

14:51

That, unless anyone wants to sign up for, for these, for this
item, then, then that is it.

Lewis Kinard:

14:57

That's it. When do, uh-

Brad Johnson:

14:58

One more for the next agenda item. One- one more, that's it.

Lewis Kinard:

15:00

[crosstalk 00:15:00] Alright. When do public comments close on
6.05?

Brad Johnson:

15:03

That will be, let me double check, I believe it's July 1st.

Lewis Kinard:

15:06

I was gonna say, it was a little longer I knew.

Brad Johnson:

15:07

Yeah.

Claude Ducloux:

15:08

[inaudible 00:15:08] …sometime.

Lewis Kinard:

15:10

Yep.

Brad Johnson:

15:11

That's correct, for the proposal 6.05, public comments will be
accepted th- through July 1st.

Lewis Kinard:

15:17

Alright good. So yes, please uh, if you haven't already, and, and
you're listening on the phone you would like to comment, uh,
uh go to that texasbar.com/cdrr and um, submit your
comments. Uh, we appreciate the Bar Association's uh,
weighing in too, 'cause it's, I think, and important perspective to
take.
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Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda
Public Hearing Transcript
Proposed Rule 6.05, Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct
June 6, 2019 - Texas Law Center
Video of the full Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda meeting, including public hearings, is available at texasbar.com/cdrr.

LEWIS KINARD: Welcome to the Committee on disciplinary rules and referenda. We
have two public hearings today, followed by our committee meeting and - which is open,
as well. So, calling this to order and - not really have a lot of comments to add today in
terms of anything special going on. And we'll get to some special new business later on
in our agenda. But today, if you have not - if you plan to speak and haven't signed in,
please fill out one of the cards and give it to Cory. And he'll organize you for us. Our first
public hearing topic would be the proposed rule 6.05, conflict of interest exceptions for
nonprofit and limited pro bono legal services. The second one will be on one of the first
of our - I think we're going to have more than one - on the new, revised, proposed
lawyer advertising rules. And you're welcome to speak on both or take your turn and
speak twice if you want. So I guess - Professor Johnson, have we got you yet?
CORY SQUIRES: Do you want to do the roll call?
LEWIS KINARD: We can do that at the beginning in the meeting part. Yeah. All right.
With that, let's go on to our topics. Anybody who has come to speak on either of the
rules, we'll start with 6.05. Interested parties first. Pro bono - Limited pro bono
assistance exceptions to the conflicts - imputed conflicts rules. And I don't see anybody
running for the microphone. So anybody signed up for the advertising rules?
[End of Public Hearing on Proposed Rule 6.05, Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct]
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American Bar Association
Model Rules of Professional Conduct (2019)
Rule 6.5: Nonprofit & Court-Annexed Limited Legal Services Programs
(a) A lawyer who, under the auspices of a program sponsored by a nonprofit organization
or court, provides short-term limited legal services to a client without expectation by either
the lawyer or the client that the lawyer will provide continuing representation in the
matter:
(1) is subject to Rules 1.7 and 1.9(a) only if the lawyer knows that the representation
of the client involves a conflict of interest; and
(2) is subject to Rule 1.10 only if the lawyer knows that another lawyer associated
with the lawyer in a law firm is disqualified by Rule 1.7 or 1.9(a) with respect to the
matter.
(b) Except as provided in paragraph (a)(2), Rule 1.10 is inapplicable to a representation
governed by this Rule.

(Comment omitted)
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SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT BY THE STATE BAR OF TEXAS COMMITTEE ON THE
DISCIPLINARY RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
RULE PROVIDING EXCEPTIONS TO CONFLICTS OF INTEREST RULES FOR
NONPROFIT AND LIMITED PRO BONO LEGAL SERVICES
MAY 25, 2016
In December 2014, the State Bar of Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional
Conduct Committee (Committee) recommended the adoption of a Rule that addresses
conflicts of interest arising from lawyers’ provision of pro bono legal services.1 Generally,
the Rule would facilitate the provision of pro bono legal services by (1) permitting a lawyer
to accept a pro bono representation unless the lawyer knows of a conflict of interest that
prohibits acceptance; (2) preventing the imputation of a conflict of interest that arises from
a lawyer’s provision of pro bono legal services, if the lawyer adequately protects the pro
bono client’s confidential information; and (3) preventing eligibility information collected
by limited pro bono legal services programs from creating conflicts of interest in certain
circumstances. The Committee’s recommendation was referred to the State Bar of Texas
Board Discipline and Client Attorney Assistance Program Committee (DCAAP) for
consideration. Members of the Committee and DCAAP spoke about the recommendation
in April 2015. DCAAP members then expressed concern about the Rule’s permitting a
lawyer in a firm with a lawyer who provided limited pro bono legal services to represent a
party averse to the pro bono client in the same matter that the client discussed with the
service provider.
In its next several meetings, Committee members discussed this concern.
Committee members also discussed the proposed Rule with other interested groups,
including the State Bar of Texas Pro Bono Working Group and the Texas Access to
Justice Commission. While recognizing that the contemplated representation might be
perceived as inappropriate, the Committee concluded that the proposed Rule should not
be amended. Specifically, it concluded that the risk that an actual conflict of interest would
arise is slight given the restricted scope of limited pro bono legal services, that the Rule
adequately protects against this risk, and that the Rule’s imputation provision is necessary
to facilitate the provision of limited pro bono legal services. This conclusion was
supported by other groups’ endorsements of the Rule as drafted.2 However, the
Committee believed that it should better explain the imputation provision and therefore
amended Comment 5 to the proposed Rule so that it reads as follows:
Because the limited nature of the services significantly reduces the risk of
conflicts of interest with other matters being handled by the lawyer’s firm,
paragraph (b) provides that a conflict of interest arising from a lawyer’s
representation covered by this Rule will not be imputed to the lawyers in the
pro bono lawyer’s firm if the pro bono lawyer complies with subparagraphs
1

See Report, attached as Exhibit 1.

2

See Letter of Support from the Pro Bono Working Group, attached as Exhibit 2; Resolution of the Texas
Access to Justice Commission, attached as Exhibit 3.
1
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(b)(1) and (2). Therefore, by virtue of paragraph (b), a lawyer’s provision of
limited pro bono legal services does not preclude the lawyer’s firm from
undertaking or continuing the representation of a client with interests averse
to a client receiving the services.
With this amendment, the Committee again recommends the addition of its
proposed Rule providing exceptions to conflicts of interest rules for nonprofit and limited
pro bono legal services.

2
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EXHIBIT 1
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REPORT BY THE STATE BAR OF TEXAS COMMITTEE ON THE DISCIPLINARY
RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
RULE PROVIDING EXCEPTIONS TO CONFLICTS OF INTEREST RULES FOR
NONPROFIT AND LIMITED PRO BONO LEGAL SERVICES
DECEMBER 12, 2014
The State Bar of Texas Committee on the Disciplinary Rules of Professional
Conduct (Committee) submits this report to the State Bar President and Board of
Directors. The Committee recommends the addition of a Rule that addresses conflicts
of interests that arise from lawyers’ provision of pro bono legal services. It further
recommends that the Rule, if adopted, be added to Part VI of the Rules, which concerns
public service. This recommendation replaces the Committee’s 2010 recommendation
that proposed Rule 6.05, which also addressed these conflicts of interest, be adopted.1
Overview
The Committee’s proposed Rule was inspired by Model Rule 6.5.2 The Model
Rule was added in response to concern that strict application of conflict of interest rules
may deter lawyers from volunteering to provide pro bono legal services.3 Sharing this
concern, the Committee endeavored to draft a similar rule.
To begin, the Committee requested that the Supreme Court ask people in Texas
who are involved in providing equal access to justice and pro bono legal services to
review Model Rule 6.5 to determine whether the Rule (1) is consistent with procedures
already governing voluntary pro bono representation; (2) conflicts with how voluntary
pro bono plans are administered in Texas; and (3) sufficiently addresses the conflict of
interest problems pro bono representation presents or, on the other hand, provides too
great an exception to general conflict of interest requirements. Subsequently, such
people were added to, or identified on, the Committee, and it undertook a review of
Model Rule 6.5.
The Committee found that the Model Rule’s first provision, which generally
permits a lawyer to accept a pro bono representation unless the lawyer knows of a
conflict of interest that prohibits acceptance, was well considered and should be
included in a Texas rule without substantive changes. However, the Committee found
that the Model Rule’s second provision, which generally prevents the imputation of
1

See Report by the State Bar of Texas Committee on Texas Disciplinary Rule of Professional Conduct
Rule 6.05 (New Rule), attached as Exhibit A. Please note that proposed Rule 6.05 was not part of the
2011 referendum on proposed amendments to the Disciplinary Rules.
2

A comparison of the Committee’s Rule and its Model Rule analogue, Rule 6.5, appears in Exhibit B.

3

For a discussion of the conflict of interest problems involved with voluntary lawyer programs, see,
Rachel Brill and Rochelle Sparko, Limited Legal Services and Conflicts of Interest: Unbundling in the
Public Interest, 16 GEORGETOWN JOURNAL OF LEGAL ETHICS 553 (2003).
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conflicts of interest that arise from a lawyer’s provision of pro bono legal services, to be
too broad. It therefore concluded that a similar Texas rule should prevent imputation
only when specified conditions are satisfied, balancing (1) concerns of affiliated lawyers’
that they will be prohibited from accepting future representations by conflicts created by
pro bono work undertaken by one of them and (2) interests of pro bono clients in the
confidentiality of information they disclose. The Committee further found that Model
Rule 6.5 did not address unique problems caused by nonprofit legal services
organizations’ collection and possession of eligibility information applicants for services
must provide. Finally, the Committee found that the Model Rule did not sufficiently
define the kinds of services such a rule should target or clearly indicate that lawyers
working in the same pro bono program were not necessarily working in the same firm.
Each of these findings is reflected in the Committee’s proposed Rule.
The Committee is comfortable that the modifications suggested by its
recommended Rule advance the purposes underlying the Model Rule while protecting
the interests of people who may need to use voluntary pro bono legal services.
Notably, other states have adopted variations of Model Rule 6.5 more suited to their
particular needs.4
Paragraph (a)
Paragraph (a) in Model Rule 6.5 combines a broad (and, in the Committee’s
opinion, incomplete) definition of the targeted services with an exemption from Model
Rules concerning conflicts of interest. For clarity, the Committee has defined the
targeted services separately, in paragraph (d).
The limitations on representation in Texas Rules 1.06, 1.07, and 1.09 effectively
require lawyers to perform conflict checks so as not to accept a representation that
conflicts with the interests of a current or former client, in reference to a client of both an
individual lawyer and of lawyers in the same firm with that lawyer. Lawyers who
perform the specific type of pro bono legal services defined in this Rule will often do so
in the field, such as at sites established to help victims of natural disasters or at a
weekend legal clinic. These lawyers will not have the luxury of time or access to the
records needed to perform conflict checks. In such situations, these lawyers are
prohibited by the proposed Rule from providing the limited pro bono representation only
if they actually know of prohibiting conflicts when the representation presents itself,
without performing a conflict check.

4

See, e.g., New York Rule 6.5, Participation in Limited Pro Bono Legal Services Programs; New
Hampshire Rule 6.5, Nonprofit and Court-Annexed Limited Legal Services Programs.
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Paragraph (b)
Paragraph (b) provides a way for a lawyer who supplies limited pro bono legal
services contemplated by this Rule to prevent the imputation of conflicts associated with
that representation to other lawyers in the lawyer’s firm. The lawyer simply has to make
sure that confidential information of the pro bono client is not accessible to the other
lawyers. Thus, the lawyer who volunteers at a covered program can take steps to avoid
tainting the other lawyers at the lawyer’s firm with confidential information the lawyer
learns in the representation. Depending on the circumstances, a lawyer may shield
them from exposure to potential conflicting information simply by not taking the
information back to the lawyer’s office or by not storing it in the lawyer’s client files or
database of the lawyer’s firm, legal department, or agency.
A lawyer who provides limited pro bono services will be prohibited from
representing other clients due to confidential information learned from the pro bono
client, but this prohibition will not be imputed to other lawyers in the same firm unless
the confidential information is effectively shared with them. If the pro bono lawyer, for
example, places the pro bono client’s confidential information into the firm database, it is
effectively shared with the rest of the firm. This exception is a major difference between
fee-based representation and pro bono representation. In the former, the knowledge of
confidential client information by one lawyer is imputed to all lawyers in the firm,
whether or not they actually have that knowledge.
Paragraph (c)
Paragraph (c) extends the scope of the proposed Rule beyond that of its Model
Rule analogue to deal with the possession of eligibility information by legal services
organizations. Its goal is to provide a means for preventing the possession of eligibility
information from being used to disqualify legal services staff and pro bono lawyers from
representing other clients.
People who seek pro bono legal services typically need to establish their
eligibility for such services. Eligibility is generally based on financial, immigration, and
residence criteria determined by funders such as the Texas Access to Justice
Foundation, which administers funds from the Interest on Lawyers Trust Accounts
program and other sources. This information exceeds, in its sensitivity, the kind of
information a prospective client will usually share with a lawyer when seeking
representation.
Merely gathering such information can, under a strict reading of the Rules, create
a potential conflict of interest involving the applicant and other parties to the same or a
substantially related legal matter. This conflict is imputed to every lawyer in the legal
services organization. Indeed, even if an applicant is determined to be ineligible and is
turned away before any legal services are provided, and the eligibility information is
segregated or stored in a way that makes it inaccessible to the legal staff of the
organization and its volunteer lawyers, the organization has no way of avoiding the
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potential conflict of interest the information creates. Moreover, disingenuous parties too
often apply for legal aid knowing they are ineligible solely to prevent their adversaries
from accessing free legal services from the organization. These bad faith applications
create false conflicts and block access to legal services for the second applicant
because, in most of these cases, no alternative sources of free legal assistance are
available.
Paragraph (c) provides that such eligibility information will not create a conflict of
interest in certain situations. Subparagraphs (1) and (2) provide clear means for
determining when the eligibility information does not pose a basis for a conflict. The first
provides that, if the information is not material to the legal matter, then that information
will not create a conflict. The second, an advance waiver to using confidential eligibility
information as a basis for disqualification, is a new concept to the Texas Rules. The
Committee’s inspiration for this inclusion came from the following comment to the Model
Rule concerning prospective clients:
A lawyer may condition a consultation with a prospective client on the
person's informed consent that no information disclosed during the
consultation will prohibit the lawyer from representing a different client in
the matter. See Rule 1.0(e) for the definition of informed consent. If the
agreement expressly so provides, the prospective client may also consent
to the lawyer's subsequent use of information received from the
prospective client.
As significant is that the Professional Ethics Committee (PEC) endorsed such advance
waivers in its Opinion 608, which considered conflicts of a lawyer working for a legal
services organization. The PEC concluded as follows:
A lawyer for a legal services organization is permitted under the Texas
Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct to represent a client in a child
custody matter against an adverse party who had unsuccessfully applied
for services of the legal services organization in the same matter, provided
that the unsuccessful applicant had consented in writing, after appropriate
disclosure by the organization of the relevant circumstances, that the
provision of limited information requested by the organization to determine
financial eligibility in the intake screening process would not by itself result
in restricting the legal services organization or its lawyers from providing
services to other persons who might be adverse to the unsuccessful
applicant.
The PEC, in the absence of specifically relevant Texas Rules, fashioned its
guidance out of a painstaking analysis of the current conflicts Rules. While certainly
helpful in providing this guidance for legal services organizations, Opinion 608, like all
ethics opinions, addressed only the factual scenarios presented. The Committee’s
proposed Rule, incorporating the scenarios addressed in Opinion 608, also provides
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guidance for potential conflict scenarios with pro bono representation not dealt with in
that opinion.
Paragraph (d)
Paragraph (d) supplies the definition of “limited pro bono legal services” for the
Rule. It is designed to make clear the circumstances under which the narrow conflict of
interest exceptions provided by this Rule apply: those where a lawyer offering limited
pro bono legal services does not have the opportunity to perform a standard check for
conflicts. If the lawyer takes on any other type of pro bono representation, then it does
not qualify for the exemptions provided by this Rule. For example, a lawyer who
attends a bar association legal aid clinic, agrees to help a client obtain a divorce, and
assists that client over a multi-week or multi-month time period, has time to check for
potential conflicts of interest and therefore is not providing “limited pro bono legal
services” contemplated by this Rule. The legal services must be completed prior to the
lawyer having such an opportunity or they will not qualify as “short-term services.”
Additionally, to avoid creating an unintended opening for fee-based legal service
providers, the Committee has made clear in the Rule that this Rule’s exception applies
only when the services are provided without any expectation of either extended
representation or legal fees from the client.
Paragraph (e)
Paragraph (e) clarifies that volunteer lawyers merely working through the same
legal services program at the same time as the lawyer providing the services are not
deemed to be in a firm for the purposes of this Rule. This means, for example, that a
group of lawyers who are not otherwise practicing law together as a firm may assemble
at a location, such as natural disaster shelter, and confer with each other as necessary.
Nor will the personal prohibition of a lawyer participating in the program be imputed to
other lawyers solely because they are participating in the same program, unless there is
another basis for barring representation, such as when lawyers in the same program
are also in the same firm.
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REPORT BY
THE STATE BAR OF TEXAS COMMITTEE ON
TEXAS DISCIPLINARY RULE OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
RULE 6.05 (NEW RULE)
The State Bar of Texas Committee on the Texas Disciplinary Rules of
Professional Conduct (Committee) submits this report to the Texas Supreme
Court, to Roland Johnson, Texas State Bar President, and to the Board of
Directors of the State Bar. This report addresses a new proposed Rule 6.05, to
be added to those Rules that deal with public service and are currently located in
Part VI. This recommendation supplements the Committee’s prior
recommendations regarding other Rules in current Part VI.1
The Committee’s Rule 6.05 as compared with ABA Rule 6.5 appears in
Attachment A. The current Texas Rules has no equivalent of Rule 6.05, nor did
the Court-appointed Task Force make a recommendation regarding Rule 6.05.
Overview
When the Committee submitted its initial report on the Rules regarding the
duties and responsibilities of a lawyer engaged in public service legal work, it
believed that ABA Rule 6.5 seemed to be an excellent idea. The ABA Rule was
added in response to the concern that strict application of the conflict of interest
rules may deter lawyers from serving as volunteers in programs that provide
legal services pro bono. However, ABA Rule 6.5 provides a very broad
exception to conflict of interest prohibitions that are at the core of the fiduciary
duty a lawyer owes a client and that are imputed to other lawyers with whom the
lawyer practices.2
Before adopting this Rule, the Committee concluded that those in Texas
knowledgeable about the process of providing equal access to justice and with
providing legal services pro bono should look at this ABA Rule initially and decide
whether the ABA Rule (1) matches any procedures already governing voluntary
pro bono representation; (2) poses any problems with how voluntary pro bono
plans are being administered in Texas; and (3) sufficiently addresses the conflict
1

In its original report, the Committee made the following recommendations regarding the Rules in
current Part VI:
1.
Move current Texas Rule 1.13 to make it 6.02 and then amend it in order to
make it substantially identical to ABA 6.3
2.
Adopt ABA 6.4 (making it Texas 6.03) with only one change
3.
Not adopt ABA 6.1
4.
Keep current Texas Rule 6.01, which is identical to ABA Rule 6.2

2

For a discussion of the conflict of interest problems involved with voluntary lawyer programs,
see, Rachel Brill and Rochelle Sparko, Limited Legal Services and Conflicts of Interest:
Unbundling in the Public Interest, 16 GEORGETOWN JOURNAL OF LEGAL ETHICS 553
(2003).
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of interest problems in pro bono representation, or on the other hand, provides
too great an exception to general conflict of interest requirements.
Therefore, the Committee recommended that the Supreme Court send
ABA Rule 6.5 to those in Texas who are most involved in providing equal access
to justice. After that time, the Committee became equipped to consider the
issues with ABA Rule 6.5 and is comfortable that the modifications afforded by its
recommended Rule 6.05 advance the purposes underlying the Model Rule while
protecting the interests of members of the public who may need to use voluntary
pro bono legal services.
Working with the goals of Rule 6.05 and the approach taken by the ABA
posed three major problems. First, the Committee recognized—through the pro
bono experiences of many of its members—that an individual lawyer may be
deterred from providing free legal services even at a help desk or disaster relief
center by pressure from affiliated lawyers who may fear that they will be
prohibited from taking a future fee-based representation due to conflicts created
by the one lawyer’s pro bono work out of the office. Second, the relaxation of the
prohibitions on representation in the various conflicts Rules (e.g., Rules 1.06,
1.07, 1.09, and the new 1.17), on both the lawyer providing the pro bono
representation and affiliated lawyers, would need to be carefully crafted so as to
provide protection to the pro bono clients consistent with that provided to feepaying clients. Third, although the Committee immediately recognized problems
with the ABA formulation, virtually every state that has adopted a pro bono legal
services Rule has tracked the ABA language, providing no guidance for
deviation. New York has substantially amended ABA Rule 6.5, and the
Committee was guided by its innovation (due to New York using the Model Rule
numbering and format, strict adherence to New York’s language was not possible
and, for other reasons, was not desirable).
The Committee concluded that it could address all three problems by
following the general approach of the ABA in making this an unconventional
disciplinary Rule. That is, by its language, the Rule neither prohibits nor requires
specific behavior but instead provides a narrow exception to certain provisions of
indicated conflicts Rules. Also, the Committee believed it could curtail abuse of
the lifting of some of the representation prohibitions in the indicated conflicts
Rules with a careful definition of kind of services targeted, which is not fully
developed in the ABA Rule. Finally, the Committee has provided protection for
the pro bono client that is simply missing in the ABA Rule.
Paragraph (a)
Paragraph (a) in ABA Rule 6.5 combines a broad (and, in the Committee’s
opinion, incomplete) definition of the targeted services with an exemption from
Model Rules 1.6 1.9(a), and 1.10. For clarity, the Committee has defined the
targeted services separately, in paragraph (d). As the ABA Model Rules place
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aspects of the conflicts Rules in different places than do the Texas Rules (for
example, the ABA addresses imputation to affiliated lawyers in its Rule 1.10,
while the Texas Rules do so within each Rule, when it applies), the references in
ABA Rule 6.5 are simply unworkable for Texas. Moreover, the equivalent Texas
Rule numbers may not simply be substituted, as exemptions are provided only
for limited portions of the indicated conflicts Rules.
In paragraph (a), a majority of the Committee voted to deviate from strict
disciplinary Rule format (e.g., “a lawyer shall” or “a lawyer shall not”) mainly to
exert a visual appeal to lawyers to provide pro bono legal services. Those opting
for this format believed that lawyers would be discouraged by strictly prohibiting
or mandatory language. The Committee considered making this a purely
permissive “Rule” with “may” (as in proposed new Rule 6.02, “A lawyer may
serve as a director, officer, or member of an organization involved in reform of
the law or its administration notwithstanding that the reform may affect the
interests of a client of the lawyer.“), but decided that its proposal was more
clearly an exception.
The limitations on representation in Rules 1.06, 1.07, 1.09, and proposed
1.17 effectively require lawyers to perform conflicts checks so as not to take on a
representation that conflicts with a representation of a current or former client,
both of the individual lawyer or lawyers affiliated with that lawyer. Lawyers who
perform pro bono legal services as defined in this Rule will often do so in “the
field,” such as at impromptu sites established to help victims of natural disasters
or at a weekend legal clinic. These lawyers will not have the luxury of time or
access to the requisite records to perform conflicts checks. Thus, the lawyers
are prohibited from taking the pro bono representation only if they actually know
at the time of prohibiting conflicts, without performing a conflicts check. A
comment will explain that, if they have simply forgotten and, in the fullness of
time, might have recalled a conflict, they may use the exemption provided by this
Rule.
A comment will also explain that, if, in the brief amount of time a lawyer
will spend on the services defined in this Rule, the lawyer learns of a conflict that
prohibits the lawyer’s personal representation of the pro bono client, then the
lawyer must take the same steps as Rule 1.06, 1.07, and 1.09 provide for a feepaying client. New York, one of the few states to vary from the ABA Model Rule
1.6, has this as a specific provision.3

3

New York’s rule provides as follows: “(e) This Rule shall not apply where the court before which
the matter is pending determines that a conflict of interest exists or, if during the course of the
representation, the lawyer providing the services becomes aware of the existence of a conflict of
interest precluding continued representation.”
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Paragraph (b)
Paragraph (b) provides a way for the lawyer who supplies limited pro bono
legal services contemplated by this Rule to prevent the imputation of conflicts
associated with that representation to affiliated lawyers. The lawyer simply has
to make sure that confidential information of the pro bono client (or the
prospective pro bono client, if the representation does not occur) is not
accessible to affiliated lawyers. Thus, the lawyer who volunteers at a covered
program should intend at the outset to take steps to avoid tainting affiliated
lawyers with confidential information the lawyer learns in the representation.
Depending on the circumstances, a lawyer may shield affiliated lawyers from
exposure to potential conflicting information simply by not storing confidential
information from the limited assistance client in the lawyer’s client files or
database of the lawyer’s firm, legal department, or agency.
While the lawyer who provides the limited pro bono services will be
prohibited from representing other clients due to confidential information learned
from the pro bono client to the same extent as if the pro bono client were a feepaying client, this prohibition will not be imputed to affiliated lawyers unless the
confidential information is effectively shared with them. If the pro bono lawyer,
for example, places the pro bono client’s confidential information into the firm
database, it is effectively shared with affiliated lawyers. This is a major difference
between fee-based representation and pro bono representation. In the former,
the knowledge of confidential client information by one lawyer is imputed to
affiliated lawyers, whether or not they actually have that knowledge.
Paragraph (c)
People who seek pro bono legal services typically need to establish their
eligibility for such services. Eligibility is generally based on financial, immigration,
and residence criteria as determined by funders such as the Texas Access to
Justice Foundation, which administers funds from the Interest on Lawyers Trust
Accounts program and other sources, and such criteria are mandatory conditions
under which the sponsoring organization may use grant funds to provide free
legal assistance through its staff and volunteers. This information exceeds, in its
sensitivity, the kind of information a prospective client will usually share with a
lawyer under Rule 1.17. Applicants for free legal assistance must be determined
eligible before even receiving the assistance. Accordingly, greater protection is
afforded the eligibility information of the pro bono client than the information of
the non-pro bono prospective client, in that Rule 1.17 permits a lawyer to
condition a discussion with a prospective client on a waiver as to the use of
confidential information imparted in that discussion. Such a waiver prevents a
prospective client from unilaterally creating a prohibition on a lawyer or law firm's
representation of an opposing party simply by sharing confidential information.
No waiver is possible with the prospective pro bono client because of the nature
of the information and the different goals of the pro bono client (who needs to
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obtain limited legal services in often emergency situations) and the fee-paying
client (who may simply be assessing a number of lawyers for the most desirable,
given the issues and circumstances).
Paragraph (c), then absolutely prevents the lawyer from using the pro
bono client’s eligibility information to the disadvantage of the individual, whether
or not the individual becomes a pro bono client. In reality, the lawyer who
provides the pro bono services may never have access to such information.
However, a lawyer in an impromptu setting may need to make eligibility
determinations on the spot in accordance with the eligibility guidelines of the
funding source sponsoring the event. A comment will explain that the mere
receipt of such information by the lawyer, when the prospective client is rejected
and not helped, will not create a conflict of interest for the lawyer regarding a
different representation in the same or a substantially related matter.
Rules 1.05 and 1.17 continue to apply to protect any confidential
information provided during the eligibility interview and limit the lawyer’s ability to
undertake a representation based on information other than that required to
establish eligibility or where the same information is material to an issue in the
representation. Once the lawyer has agreed to provide legal services, then all of
the disciplinary Rules apply to the relationship except as expressly stated in this
Rule.
Paragraph (d)
Paragraph (d) supplies the definition of “limited pro bono legal services”
for the Rule. It is designed to make clear the circumstances under which the
narrow exceptions provided by this Rule apply: those where a lawyer does not
have the opportunity to perform a standard check for conflicts. If the lawyer
takes on any other type of pro bono representation, then it does not qualify for
the exemptions provided by this Rule. For example, a lawyer who attends a bar
association legal aid clinic, agrees to help a client obtain a divorce, and assists
that client with the various steps over a multi-week or multi-month time period,
has plenty of time to return to the office and check for potential conflicts of
interest and therefore exceeds the “limited pro bono legal services” contemplated
by this Rule. The legal services must be completed prior to the lawyer having
such an opportunity or they will not qualify as “short-term services.”
Additionally, in order to avoid creating an unintended opening for feebased legal service providers, the Committee has made clear in the Rule that this
Rule’s exception applies only when the services are provided without any
expectation of either extended representation or legal fees from the client.
New York’s version of ABA Rule 6.5 contains a separate definition of the
services to be affected by its Rule. The committee in New York formed to
recommend changes to its Rules based on the 2003 Model Rules (previously,
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New York still had the ABA Model Code, not even the 1983 Model Rules)
essentially suggested the ABA version. New York’s court, however, added three
provisions, a separate definition being one of them.4
Paragraph (e)
Paragraph (e) clarifies that “affiliated” in reference to other lawyers than
the lawyer providing the pro bono legal services does not include other volunteer
lawyers merely working through the same legal services program at the same
time as the lawyer providing the services. Thus, the lawyer providing the
services does not have to be concerned about safeguarding confidential client
information of the pro bono legal services clients or applicants. This means, for
example, that a group of lawyers who are otherwise unaffiliated may assemble at
a location, such as natural disaster shelter, and confer with each other as
necessary. Nor will the personal prohibition of a lawyer participating in the
program be imputed to other lawyers solely because they are participating in the
same program, unless there is another basis for barring representation, such as
when lawyers in the same program are also in the same firm.

4

New York’s definition is as follows: “(c) Short-term limited legal services are services providing
legal advice or representation free of charge as part of a program described in paragraph (a) with
no expectation that the assistance will continue beyond what is necessary to complete an initial
consultation, representation or court appearance.”
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ATTACHMENT A:
RULE 6.05—ABA & COMMITTEE PROPOSED
ABA Version
Rule 6.5 Nonprofit and Court-annexed
Limited Legal Services Programs
(a) A lawyer who, under the auspices of a
program sponsored by a nonprofit
organization or court, provides short-term
limited legal services to a client without
expectation by either the lawyer or the
client that the lawyer will provide
continuing representation in the matter:
(1) is subject to Rules 1.7 and
1.9(a) only if the lawyer knows that
the representation of the client
involves a conflict of interest; and
(2) is subject to Rule 1.10 only if
the lawyer knows that another
lawyer associated with the lawyer
in a law firm is disqualified by Rule
1.7 or 1.9(a) with respect to the
matter.

Proposed Committee Version
Rule 6.05 Pro Bono Legal Service
Programs
(a)
The conflicts of interest limitations
on representation in Rules 1.06, 1.07,
1.09, and 1.17 do not prohibit a lawyer
from providing limited pro bono legal
services unless the lawyer knows at the
time the services are provided that the
lawyer would be prohibited by those
limitations from providing the services.
(b)
If the lawyer providing limited pro
bono legal services maintains any
confidential information of the limited
assistance client or prospective client in a
manner that would render that information
inaccessible by lawyers affiliated with that
lawyer, conflicts of interest in Rules 1.06,
1.07, 1.09, and 1.17 shall not be imputed
to those affiliated lawyers.
(c)
A lawyer who receives confidential
information provided by an applicant or
prospective client required for a
determination of eligibility for limited pro
bono legal services or for free legal
services from a program sponsored by a
court, bar association, accredited law
school, or an organization funded by the
IOLTA program, shall not use that
information to the disadvantage of the
applicant or prospective client, except as
required by Rule 1.05.
(d)
As used in this rule, “limited pro
bono legal services” means legal services
that are:
(1)
provided through a pro bono
or assisted pro se program
sponsored by a court, bar
association, accredited law school,
nonprofit legal services program,
or nonprofit organization funded
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ATTACHMENT A:
RULE 6.05—ABA & COMMITTEE PROPOSED
ABA Version

Proposed Committee Version
through the Interest on Lawyers
Trust Account (IOLTA) program;
(2)
short-term services such as
legal advice or other brief
assistance with pro se documents
or transactions, provided either in
person or by phone, hotline,
internet, or video conferencing;
and
(3)
provided without any
expectation of extended
representation of the limited
assistance client or of receiving
any legal fees in that matter.
(e)
As used in this rule, “affiliated”
does not include mere association
through a pro bono or assisted pro se
program sponsored by a court, bar
association, accredited law school,
nonprofit legal services program, or
nonprofit organization funded through the
Interest on Lawyers Trust Account
(IOLTA) program.
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Texas Rule Language

[3] A lawyer who provides services pursuant to this Rule
should secure the client's consent to the limited scope of the
representation after explaining to the client what that means in
the particular circumstance. See Rule 1.02(b). If a shortterm limited representation would not be fully sufficient under
the circumstances, the lawyer may offer advice to the client
but should also advise the client of the need for further
assistance of counsel. See Rule 1.03(b).

[2] Application of the conflict-of-interest rules is deterring
lawyers from participating in these programs, preventing
persons of limited means from obtaining much needed legal
services. To facilitate the provision of free legal services to
the public, this Rule creates narrow exceptions to the conflictof-interest rules for limited pro bono legal services. These
exceptions are justified because the limited and short-term
nature of the legal services rendered in such programs
reduces the risk that conflicts will arise between clients
represented through the program and other clients of the
lawyer or the lawyer’s firm.

[1] Nonprofit legal services organizations, courts, law schools,
and bar associations have programs through which lawyers
provide short-term limited legal services typically to help lowincome persons address their legal problems without further
representation by the lawyers. In these programs, such as
legal-advice hotlines, advice-only clinics, disaster legal
services, or programs providing guidance to self-represented
litigants, a client-lawyer relationship is established, but there is
no expectation that the relationship will continue beyond the
limited consultation and there is no expectation that the lawyer
will receive any compensation from the client for the services.
These programs are normally operated under circumstances
in which it is not feas ble for a lawyer to check for conflicts of
interest as is normally required before undertaking a
representation.

Proposed Comments to Texas Rule

ABA Rule Language

Comments to ABA Rule

[2] A lawyer who provides short-term limited legal services
pursuant to this Rule must secure the client's informed
consent to the limited scope of the representation. See Rule
1.2(c). If a short-term limited representation would not be
reasonable under the circumstances, the lawyer may offer
advice to the client but must also advise the client of the need
for further assistance of counsel. Except as provided in this
Rule, the Rules of Professional Conduct, including Rules 1.6
and 1.9(c), are applicable to the limited representation.

[1] Legal services organizations, courts and various nonprofit
organizations have established programs through which
lawyers provide short-term limited legal services -- such as
advice or the completion of legal forms -- that will assist
persons to address their legal problems without further
representation by a lawyer. In these programs, such as legaladvice hotlines, advice-only clinics or pro se counseling
programs, a client-lawyer relationship is established, but there
is no expectation that the lawyer's representation of the client
will continue beyond the limited consultation. Such programs
are normally operated under circumstances in which it is not
feas ble for a lawyer to systematically screen for conflicts of
interest as is generally required before undertaking a
representation. See, e.g., Rules 1.7, 1.9 and 1.10.

Conflict of Interest Exceptions for Nonprofit and Limited Pro Bono Legal Services
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(a) The conflicts of interest
limitations on representation
in Rules 1.06, 1.07, and 1.09
do not prohibit a lawyer from
providing, or offering to
provide, limited pro bono
legal services unless the
lawyer knows, at the time the
services are provided, that
the lawyer would be
prohibited by those limitations
from providing the services.

Texas Rule Language

[4] Paragraph (a) exempts compliance with Rules 1.06, 1.07,
and 1.09 for a lawyer providing limited pro bono legal services
unless the lawyer actually knows that the representation
presents a conflict of interest for the lawyer or for another
lawyer in the lawyer's firm. A lawyer providing limited pro
bono legal services is not obligated to perform a conflicts
check before undertaking the limited representation. If, after
commencing a representation in accordance with this Rule, a
lawyer undertakes to represent the client in the matter on an
ongoing basis or the lawyer charges a fee for the legal
assistance, the exceptions provided by this Rule no longer
apply.

Paragraph a

Proposed Comments to Texas Rule

(2) is subject to Rule 1.10
only if the lawyer knows that
another lawyer associated
with the lawyer in a law firm is
disqualified by Rule 1.7 or
1.9(a) with respect to the
matter.

(1) is subject to Rules 1.7 and
1.9(a) only if the lawyer
knows that the representation
of the client involves a conflict
of interest; and

(a) A lawyer who, under the
auspices of a program
sponsored by a nonprofit
organization or court,
provides short-term limited
legal services to a client
without expectation by either
the lawyer or the client that
the lawyer will provide
continuing representation in
the matter:

ABA Rule Language

[5] If, after commencing a short-term limited representation in
accordance with this Rule, a lawyer undertakes to represent
the client in the matter on an ongoing basis, Rules 1.7, 1.9(a)
and 1.10 become applicable.

[3] Because a lawyer who is representing a client in the
circumstances addressed by this Rule ordinarily is not able to
check systematically for conflicts of interest, paragraph (a)
requires compliance with Rules 1.7 or 1.9(a) only if the lawyer
knows that the representation presents a conflict of interest for
the lawyer, and with Rule 1.10 only if the lawyer knows that
another lawyer in the lawyer's firm is disqualified by Rules 1.7
or 1.9(a) in the matter.
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(2) maintain such information
in a manner that would
render it access ble to the
lawyers in the firm.

(1) disclose confidential
information of the pro bono
client to the lawyers in the
firm; or

(b) Lawyers in a firm with a
lawyer providing, or offering
to provide, limited pro bono
legal services shall not be
prohibited by the imputation
provisions of Rules 1.06,
1.07, and 1.09 from
representing a client if that
lawyer does not:

Texas Rule Language

[7] Subparagraph (b)(2) covers the retention of documents or
other memorialization of confidential information, such as the
pro bono lawyer’s notes, whether in paper or electronic form.
To prevent imputation, a pro bono lawyer who retains
confidential information is required by subparagraph (b)(2) to
segregate and store it in such a way that no other lawyer in
the pro bono lawyer’s firm can access it, either physically or
electronically.

[6] To prevent a conflict of interest arising from limited pro
bono legal services from being imputed to the other lawyers in
the firm, subparagraph (b)(1) requires that the pro bono
lawyer not disclose to any lawyer in the firm any confidential
information related to the pro bono representation.

[5] Paragraph (b) provides that a conflict of interest arising
from a lawyer’s representation covered by this Rule will not be
imputed to the lawyers in the pro bono lawyer’s firm if the pro
bono lawyer complies with subparagraphs (b)(1) or (2).

Paragraph b

Proposed Comments to Texas Rule
(b) Except as provided in
paragraph (a)(2), Rule 1.10 is
inapplicable to a
representation governed by
this Rule.

ABA Rule Language

[4] Because the limited nature of the services significantly
reduces the risk of conflicts of interest with other matters
being handled by the lawyer's firm, paragraph (b) provides
that Rule 1.10 is inapplicable to a representation governed by
this Rule except as provided by paragraph (a)(2). Paragraph
(a)(2) requires the participating lawyer to comply with Rule
1.10 when the lawyer knows that the lawyer's firm is
disqualified by Rules 1.7 or 1.9(a). By virtue of paragraph (b),
however, a lawyer's participation in a short-term limited legal
services program will not preclude the lawyer's firm from
undertaking or continuing the representation of a client with
interests adverse to a client being represented under the
program's auspices.
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(2) the applicant’s provision of the eligibility
information was conditioned on the
applicant’s informed consent that providing
this information would not by itself prohibit a
representation of another client adverse to the
applicant.

(1) the eligibility information is not material to
the legal matter, or

(c) The eligibility information that an applicant
is required to provide when applying for free
legal services or limited pro bono legal
services from a program described in
subparagraph (d)(1) by itself will not create a
conflict of interest if:

Texas Rule Language

[10] Rule 1.05 continues to apply to the use or disclosure of all confidential
information provided during an intake interview. Similarly, Rule 1.09 continues
to apply to the representation of a person in a matter adverse to the applicant.
Notably, Rule 1.05(c)(2) permits a lawyer to use or disclose information
provided during an intake interview if the applicant consents after consultation
to such use or disclosure, and Rule 1.09(a)(3) permits a lawyer to represent a
person adverse to the applicant in the same or a substantially related matter if
the applicant consents to such a representation.

[9] The first situation where the paragraph (c) exception is available is where
none of the eligibility information is material to an issue in the legal matter.
Alternatively, under subparagraph (c)(2), if the applicant provided confidential
information after giving informed consent that the elig bility information would
not proh bit the persons or entities identified in the consent from representing
any other present or future client, then the eligibility information alone will not
proh bit the representation. The lawyer should document the receipt of such
informed consent, though a formal writing is not required. What constitutes
informed consent is discussed in the comments to Rule 1.06.

[8] Paragraph (c) recognizes the unusual and uniquely sensitive personal
information that applicants for free legal assistance may be required to
provide. Organizations that receive funding to provide free legal assistance to
low-income clients are generally required, as a condition of their funding, to
screen the applicants for eligibility and to document eligibility for services paid
for by those funding sources. Unlike other lawyers, law firms, and legal
departments, these organizations ask for confidential information to determine
an applicant’s eligibility for free legal assistance and are required to maintain
records of such eligibility determinations for potential audit by their funding
sources. Required eligibility information typically includes income, asset
values, marital status, citizenship or immigration status, and other facts the
applicant may consider sensitive. Paragraph (c) provides a limited exception
to the normal conflict of interest rules that apply to potential clients when an
applicant provides this information. This exception is available only in the two
situations described in subparagraphs (c)(1) and (c)(2).

Paragraph c
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(3) provided without any expectation of
extended representation of the limited
assistance client or of receiving any legal fees
in that matter.

(2) short-term services such as legal advice
or other brief assistance with pro se
documents or transactions, provided either in
person or by phone, hotline, internet, or video
conferencing; and

(1) provided through a pro bono or assisted
pro se program sponsored by a court, bar
association, accredited law school, or
nonprofit legal services program;

(d) As used in this Rule, “limited pro bono
legal services” means legal services that are:

Texas Rule Language

[14] The third element of the definition, set forth in subparagraph (d)(3), is that
the services are offered and provided without any expectation of either
extended representation or the collection of legal fees in the matter. Before
agreeing to proceed in the representation beyond “limited pro bono legal
services,” the lawyer should evaluate the potential conflicts of interest that may
arise from the representation as with any other representation. Likewise, the
exceptions in paragraphs (a) and (b) do not apply if the lawyer expects to
collect any legal fees in the limited assistance matter.

[13] The second element of “limited pro bono legal services,” set forth in
subparagraph (d)(2) is designed to ensure that the services offered are so
limited in time and scope that there is little risk that conflicts will arise between
clients represented through the program and other clients of the lawyer or the
lawyer’s firm.

[12] This Rule applies only to services offered through a program that meets
one of the descriptions in subparagraph (d)(1), regardless of the nature and
amount of support provided. Some programs may be jointly sponsored by
more than one of the listed sponsor types.

Paragraph d
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(e) As used in this Rule, a
lawyer is not “in a firm” with
other lawyers solely because
the lawyer provides limited
pro bono legal services with
the other lawyers.

Proposed Comments to Texas Rule

[15] Lawyers are not deemed to be part of the same firm
simply because they volunteer through the same pro bono
program. Nor will the personal prohibition of a lawyer
participating in a pro bono program be imputed to other
lawyers participating in the program solely by reason of that
volunteer connection.

Paragraph e

ABA Rule Language

Comments to ABA Rule
[4] Nor will the personal disqualification of a lawyer
participating in the program be imputed to other lawyers
participating in the program.
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STATE BAR OF TEXAS

November 30, 2015
Board of Directors
State Bar of Texas
1414 Colorado
Austin, Texas 78701
RE: Proposed Disciplinary Rule of Professional Conduct 6.05
Dear Directors,
On behalf of the State Bar’s Pro Bono Workgroup, we write in support of the State Bar of Texas Committee on the
Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct’s (Committee) proposed Rule 6.05 addressing conflicts of interest
during the provision of limited pro bono legal services.
As you may know, the Pro Bono Workgroup was formed in 2013 with the mission of enhancing the culture of pro
bono service in Texas. The adoption of a rule that addresses conflicts of interest during the provision of limited
pro bono legal services is a priority for our Workgroup. The issue of conflicts in settings such as legal advice clinics
is a barrier to pro bono service that is repeatedly raised both by lawyers and legal aid providers alike. We believe
that adopting a rule clarifying the issue of conflicts in these limited settings will increase the number of lawyers
who are willing and able to provide pro bono legal services, and increase the numbers of low-income Texans who
receive the legal assistance they need.
The Pro Bono Workgroup supports the Committee’s proposed rule 6.05 because it does a good job of balancing
the important issue of conflicts of interest with the realities of providing limited pro bono legal services at a pro
bono clinic or similar setting. Additionally, the Committee’s proposed rule clarifies and improves upon Model Rule
6.5 in important ways that we believe will make the rule successful in Texas.
Removing barriers to pro bono service is a critical issue if we intend to make strides in addressing the “justice gap”
in our state. Adopting proposed rule 6.05 will remove a significant barrier preventing many attorneys from
participating in pro bono efforts. Therefore, we strongly support the Committee’s proposed Rule 6.05, and
respectfully request that the Board takes the necessary steps for adopting the rule without delay.
Sincerely,

Terry Tottenham
Former SBOT President
Co-chair Pro Bono Workgroup

Roland K. Johnson
Former SBOT President
Co-chair Pro Bono Workgroup
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